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The Prevalence of Male Nudity in Ancient Greek Art 

I. Introduction 

Nudity in ancient Greek art expressed the culture's ideal of physical beauty and strength. 

The human body was considered the perfect work of art, and nudity was seen as the most natural 

way to display it. Nudity was not just seen as lewd or lascivious, but also as a form of freedom 

from oppressive social customs. Ancient Greeks believed that nudity could help them connect 

with their innermost selves and appreciate the beauty of the human form in all its forms. They 

celebrated the human body in athletic competitions and religious festivals and linked the male 

nude body with all that was great in humanity. The glorious nudes of Greek art symbolize 

triumph, glory, values, and moral excellence. Ancient Greeks represented male nudity in their 

artwork more often than female nudity as it may be possible that they saw the male body as the 

epitome of physical beauty and strength, believing that nudity was the best way to display these 

qualities. Nudity could be especially appealing to men who wanted to break free from traditional 

gender roles.  

Furthermore, the Greeks may have associated nudity with athleticism and masculinity, 

considered essential virtues. It is also worth noting that most ancient Greek female sculptures 

were draped, while most male sculptures embodied nudity. This may be because the Greeks saw 

the female body as more aesthetically pleasing when clothed. Additionally, women in Ancient 

Greece typically played more traditional domestic roles; therefore, they may not have felt the 

need to express their physical power through nudity as often. This paper will explore written 

sources, materials, and artwork from the Archaic, Classical, and Hellenistic periods to investigate 
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the reasons and motives behind the prevalence of male nudity and why female nudity was 

practically absent in Ancient Greek Art.1  

II. Understanding of Nudity and Preference of Male Nudity  

The ancient Greeks’ culture was very different from other cultures at the time. Other 

cultures, such as the Hebrews in the Bible, saw nudity as a shameful thing associated with 

slavery or poverty.2 For instance, in Genesis 6.7, nudity is illustrated as a fact to be ashamed of 

and was associated with slavery or poverty and signified humiliation.3 Thus, nudity has been a 

source of liberation from the restraints of conventionality and is seen as a more natural way to 

display the human body. 

One possible explanation for why the ancient Greeks saw nudity as a way to express their 

values of physical beauty and strength is that they believed it was a more natural way to display 

the human body. They saw their custom of athletic male nudity as something that set them apart 

from other cultures, which often saw nudity as shameful and and inappropriate. Furthermore, the 

ancient Greeks believed that nudity was a sign of virtue and strength, which could be seen in 

their statues and paintings depicting nude athletes and gods. The idealized male bodies were 

meant to represent the physical embodiment of Greek ideals of beauty, strength, and power. The 

Greeks believed their nudity was a sign of their cultural superiority, and they saw it as a way to 

distinguish themselves from other cultures. For instance, the Greeks believed that their practice 

of allowing male athletes to be nude in public separated them from other cultures, both those 

considered barbaric and their own history. The definition of nudity as a costume reflects how the 

 
1 Robin Osborne, “Men Without Clothes: Heroic Nakedness and Greek Art,” Gender & History 9, no. 3 (1997): 

504–28, https://doi.org/10.1111/1468-0424.00037. 
2 Serra Durugönül, “‘Nudity of Male Statues in Ancient Greek Art’,” 2012, 

https://www.academia.edu/27122752/_Nudity_of_Male_statues_in_Ancient_Greek_Art_. 
3 Durugönül. 
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Greeks made use of the singularity of their nudity.4 The Greeks believed their nudity was a sign 

of their cultural superiority, and they saw it as a way to distinguish themselves from other 

cultures.5 

Moreover, the Greeks did not place any negative meaning behind nudity; they often 

attended nude games and athletic competitions. They saw public nudity as a way to show 

dominance over other people. The gymnasium was where men could expose their nude bodies 

while exercising and became a place where homosexuality was openly practiced. Not only did 

men in the gymnasium have the opportunity to be seen naked while exercising, but they also held 

their public banquets (symposiums) here. The gymnasium became a place for the aristocracy to 

find young boys to have relationships with.6 Accordingly, the Greeks believed that nudity was 

natural and beautiful and saw it as a way to express their values and ideals such as naturalness, 

beauty, and purity.7 

III. Perception of Ancient Greeks Regarding Female Nudity 

Female nudity was not viewed in a sexualized manner by the Ancient Greeks. Instead, it 

was seen as a way to express fertility and religion. This is evident because sculptures of 

Aphrodite, the goddess of love, were not typically presented naked until the Late Classical 

period. Nudity was also used in some cultic activities, such as Dionysian festivals. Women could 

demonstrate their piety and reverence for the gods by participating in these activities. For 

instance, “nudity for Greek women occurred only during some cultic activities; they could only 

 
4 Larissa Bonfante, “Nudity as a Costume in Classical Art” 93, no. 4 (1989): 543–70. 
5 Bonfante. 
6 Durugönül, “‘Nudity of Male Statues in Ancient Greek Art’,.” 
7 Durugönül. 
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reflect the religious fertility but not eroticism.8  Accordingly, they were not meant to be viewed 

as sexual objects but as symbols of religious fertility.9 

For instance, one possible explanation for the lack of female nudity in Greek art is the 

exploitation of the female body. In a largely patriarchal society, women were seen as the 

property of men, and their bodies were used to fulfill male desires. Female nudity was seen as 

sexually provocative and was often used for erotic or commercial appeal. This is evident because 

nude female sculptures were often used to decorate gardens or courtyards. Additionally, female 

courtesans were often depicted nude to titillate their clients.10 The exploitation of female nudity 

was a way to make women more sexually appealing, which is why there is an absence of it in 

Greek art. 

Another possible explanation is the perception of female morality. In Ancient Greece, 

women were expected to be pious and chaste. They were not allowed to participate in the 

tradition of public nudity and were relegated to a position of inferiority.11 This reinforced the 

patriarchal nature of Greek society. Female nudity was seen as an expression of fertility and 

piety, which was at odds with the moral values of Ancient Greece. As a result, female nudity was 

not widely portrayed in Greek art. 

Furthermore, female companions (hetairai) were allowed to wear minimal clothing and 

be seen in public, a freedom not granted to many other women at the time. Therefore, female 

nudity was viewed as a religious expression rather than sexual objectification. It is important to 

note that male nudity was not similarly viewed and did represent eroticism for the Ancient 

 
8 Durugönül. 
9 Durugönül. 
10 Durugönül. 
11 Durugönül. 
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Greeks. Overall, female nudity was primarily seen as an expression of fertility, piety, and 

reverence in Ancient Greece. 

Additionally, just as the non-Greeks did, women in Ancient Greece could not participate 

in the entrenched nudity. However, their difference in status from Greek men set them apart from 

the tradition. Female nudity represented the divinity of procreation and fertility, an important 

aspect of Greek culture. By excluding women from this tradition, the Greeks reinforced their 

belief that women were inferior to men and that their role in society was to reproduce. This was 

indicative of the overall patriarchal nature of Ancient Greek society.12 

Moreover, while female nudity was not seen as sexually provocative in Ancient Greece, 

it carried a sense of humiliation and vulnerability.13 For instance, female nudity was often used 

as a form of punishment for women who were suspected of being witches or involved in other 

forms of immoral behaviour. Female nudity was also seen as shameful and dishonorable. For 

example, in Sparta, young unmarried girls were forced to dance naked during religious 

festivals.14   

Furthermore, the taboo against female nudity remained in force throughout Ancient 

Greek society. Women were not allowed to participate in the tradition of public nudity and were 

relegated to a position of inferiority. This further reinforced the patriarchal nature of Greek 

society. 

 
12 Durugönül. 
13 Harry Mount, “Why Are Greek Statues Always NAKED?,” Mail Online, March 25, 2015, 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3010353/Why-Greek-statues-NAKED-extraordinary-answer-s-laid-bare-

magnificent-risque-exhibition-British-Museum.html. 
14 Durugönül, “‘Nudity of Male Statues in Ancient Greek Art’,.” 
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Fig. 1: On the left is Anavysos (Kroisos) Kouros, c. 530 B.C.E., made of marble and 6 feet 4 

inches in height, located in the National Archaeological Museum in Athens). On the right is 

Aristion of Paros' Phrasikleia Kore, c. 550-540 B.C.E., constructed from Parian marble with 211 

cm in height at  the National Archaeological Museumin Athens (photo: Asaf Braverman, CC 

BY-NC-SA 2.0). 

IV. Conclusion 

While male nudity was seen as a sign of celebration and excellence in Ancient Greece, 

female nudity was primarily viewed as an expression of fertility and piety. This perspective 

difference reflects the patriarchal nature of Greek society, which relegated women to a position 

of inferiority. Female nudity was not seen as a celebration of human achievement but as a 

symbol of religious devotion. The difference in status between men and women in Ancient 

Greece is evident in how male nudity was celebrated while female nudity was considered 

humiliating. Male nudity was seen as a sign of strength and excellence, while female nudity was 

seen as a sign of piety and fertility. This distinction underscores the importance of male 
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dominance in Ancient Greek culture. Additionally, ancient Greeks held conservative moral 

values regarding female chastity and modesty. These values clashed with the celebration of 

human achievement that Greek art embodied. As a result, female nudity was not widely 

portrayed in Greek art. 
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